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INTRODUCTION AND MEETING OBJECTIVES 

1. Introduction and Meeting Objectives 

1.1 The DWG agreed the meeting objective. This was to consider further and agree the settlement process 

service groupings that were identified at the last DWG Meeting. These service grouping would then form 

elements of the options for the Target Operating Models (TOM).  

DECISIONS IN PRINCIPLE 

2. TOM Baseline Principles: Foundation for development - DWG03/01 

2.1 ELEXON proposed seven lower level principles to aid the DWG development of the draft TOMs. This would 

focus on the target end state,  aid the consideration of the service groupings and help discount certain 

options (e.g. whether to retain existing NHH processes). The DWG reviewed the proposed principles and 

agreed them with a number of amendments. The agreed principles are that the Market-wide Half-Hourly 

Settlement (MHHS) TOMs will: 

1. be optimised for the longer term ‘target state’ where the majority of meters will be Smart or Advanced 

meters. Any meter not either of these should be managed as part of the transitional arrangements; 

2. only consider as transitional states (and not the final TOM option) any designs that use the existing 

Elective HH and Non Half Hourly (NHH) settlement arrangements; 

3. cover HH meter data (Active Import and Active Export) for Settlement purposes only. While non-

settlement activities (such as billing) are out of scope, the design will aim not to be actively detrimental 

to these; 

4. aim to design out elements of the existing Non-Half Hourly (NHH) profiling process such as the use of 

Annualised Advances (AAs) and EACs (EACs) in aggregation; 

5. aim to have at least one TOM aligning with the policy developments for data privacy and centralisation 

of agents; 

6. not consider technology or architecture factors at this stage;  

7. consider any new Unmetered Supplies arrangements only once a framework is in place for the metered 

segments of the market so as not to constrain the possibilities for the TOM design; and 

8. not consider Settlement timescales until TOM options have been further developed by the DWG. 
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2.2 There was significant discussion on when and how the target end-state is defined. Ofgen agreed to provide 

further guidance on the target end state. 

TOM DEVELOPMENT: SERVICE GROUPING 

3. TOM options: Function, Activities and Service grouping 

3.1 ELEXON set out the progress so far in the TOM development work so far noting that last time the DWG: 

● Looked at activities for the settlements process for four meter types; 

● Considered what services might carry-out these activities; 

● For each meter type, we looked at what activities could/should be provided by the same service;  

3.2 DWG considered: 

● Where services are similar or significantly different across meter types; 

● Whether to revisit service definitions; and 

● Whether services should be amalgamated and also if some services need to be carried out independently 

of others. 

3.3 The objective was to identify the workable combinations of services across the whole market. 

3.4 The DWG noted that the following were out of scope for the Service Grouping considerations: 

● Transitional arrangements:  

– Designing new operating models for the range of target end-state scenarios - rather than 

basing models on the existing operating model; 

● Existing/new providers of services:  

– Focussing on the required settlements processes, activities and services rather than roles (as 

currently defined), e.g. HH Data Aggregator; 

● Specifics relating to governance/regulation: 

– There will be code changes required for the new operating models; and   

● Where services are amalgamated, price controls/incentives will be required. These were not being 

considered in this phase. 

Assumptions 

3.5 The DWG discussed the number of customers likely to be in each of the Market Segments at the target end 

state. Given the Ofgem some early thinking at the last DWG meeting that between 2% and 40% of domestic 

customers with smart meters are likely to be settled on register reads at the target end state 

3.6 The DWG also discussed the number of customers with Current Transformers (CTs) that would need to be 

accommodated in the Advanced Meter/ Traditional HH Segment. ELEXON highlighted that an update of the 

CT metered customers had been requested from Licenced Distribution System Operators (LDSOs). A DWG 

member suggested the CT boundary could be used to define customers within this segment with Whole 

Current (WC) Meters eventually moving over to Smart Settlement Period arrangements. Current figures 

suggested that approx. 550,000 customers currently have CTs. A DWG member indicated that the data on 

CTs currently available should be treated with caution. 
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Service definitions 

3.7 ELEXON presented the Services and Service Mappings defined in the workshops at Meeting 2. The DWG 

agreed that a number of services were to be ‘parked’ for the Service grouping discussion, as highlighted in 

the presentation. This is as these were either only single ‘Use Case’ was identified in the workshop or the 

Service Groupings needed to be defined by the DWG first. 

Approach to Service groupings 

3.8 ELEXON explained the approach to be undertaken in defining options for Service Groupings. The DWG 

agreed the proposed approach that the DWG would first look to define groupings of Services by segment 

(e.g. a data processing and data aggregation service could be group into a single service). Then the DWG 

agreed to look at the Smart Settlement Period segment first and then attempt to group Services across 

segments. 

4. Tom Options: Service Groupings 

4.1 The DWG considered the Smart Meter Settlement Period segment groupings and defined five potential viable 

groupings. These were: 

a) Combined Retrieval and Processing with Market Wide Aggregation; 

b) Combined Processing and Aggregation with Retrieval as a separate service; 

c) Single E2E service covering Retrieval through to Aggregation; 

d) Separate services for maximum optionality with Market Wide Aggregation; and 

e) Single E2E central service covering Retrieval through to Volume Allocation. 

4.2 The DWG then mapped the Smart Meter with Register Reads services onto the five viable groupings defined. 

It was noted that the only differentiating factor was the conversion of register readings into half-hourly 

values in the second segment. Consideration was given to whether this factor was enough to carve these 

processes out into a different service. No consensus has been reached on this point which will be considered 

further at the next meeting. 

4.3 The DWG defined four potential grouping for the Advanced/ traditional segment (Metering Systems over 

100kW and Advanced HH Metering Systems): 

i) Adapted from current HH arrangements to create a Market Wide Aggregation service; 

ii) ‘Status quo’ but with Aggregation absorbed into Collection (Retrieval and Processing); 

iii) A variant of (i) where Market Wide Aggregation forms part of Volume Allocation; and 

iv) Single E2E central service covering Retrieval through to Volume Allocation. 

4.4 However, the fourth option which had a central provider which would retrieve the data for all these types of 

Meters was deemed unviable, since the central service would need to collect process data from complex 

Metering Systems which would be inefficient. This option was ruled out for further consideration.  In all 

options it was agreed that the Data Retrieval Service and Data Processing services needed to be grouped as 

access to the meter was required for data validation and estimation. The DWG then mapped three advanced 

meter options onto the smart meter groupings. This created a number of potential variants to the smart 

meter groupings and so created a number of the potential TOMs depending on whether the DA service was 

merged with the smart groupings or not.   

4.5 The DWG then considered the last segment which related to Legacy (dumb) meters with Register Readings. 

The DWG agreed all the TOM options would apply as for smart and advanced meters, except the 
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differentiating factor was the method of retrieval for the Register Readings. However, once retrieved there 

was no reason not to have the same process grouping as the Smart Meter with Register Read groupings. 

RISKS, ASSUMPTIONS, ISSUES AND DEPENDENCIES 

5. RAID Log 

5.1 It was agreed to add a risk about data quality issues that may arise as a result of the faster switching 

program and the proposed new central registration service (CRS). 

5.2 It was agreed to add a risk around data security for TOMs that included a central ‘pool’ of all the data. 

6. Next Steps 

6.1 The DWG noted and agreed the actions required for the next DWG meeting. 

6.2 The next DWG meeting will be held at ELEXON’s offices on Wednesday 10 January 2018. 

Actions 

01/01 - DWG members to nominate alternate DWG Members – closed and ELEXON will circulate to the DWG once 

agreed by Ofgem.  

01/02 - DWG to provide comments or proposed additions to the RAID log – Closed 

01/03 - ELEXON to produce revised versions of the Settlement Roles and Responsibilities and strawmen TOMs in a 

use case format for comment by the DWG before the next meeting. – Closed. 

02/01 – Distribution representative to provide information on counts of Current Transformer Metering by revised 

date of 10/01/2018. OPEN 

02/02 – DWG to provide comments on the TOMs, views on any variants and their descriptions – 01/12/2017 

(comments received) – to be closed. 

02/03 – ELEXON to further work up Use Cases by market segment and identify optionality within the workshop 

findings to inform the TOM design using DWG comments from action 02/02 – Closed. 

02/04 – ELEXON to update the Evaluation Criteria document to align with the changes made to the Design Principles 

– Open - extended until Ofgem provide finalised changes expected week commencing 18/12. 

02/05 - Ofgem to provide the finalised updated Design principles to the DWG – Open (see Action 02/04 above). 

03/01 – ELEXON to work up Service Groupings and descriptions for further discussion at next meeting on 10 

January 2018. 

03/02 – DWG to comment on service groupings and descriptions once issued by ELEXON discussion at next meeting 

on 10 January 2018. 

03/03 – Ofgem to issue draft DAB scenarios for DWG comment. 5 January 2018. 

 


